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Abstract: DNA nanotubes (NTs) have attracted exten-
sive interest as artificial cytoskeletons for biomedical,
synthetic biology, and materials applications. Here, we
report the modular design and assembly of a minimalist
yet robust DNA wireframe nanotube with tunable cross-
sectional geometry, cavity size, chirality, and length,
while using only four DNA strands. We introduce an h-
motif structure incorporating double-crossover (DX)
tile-like DNA edges to achieve structural rigidity and
provide efficient self-assembly of h-motif-based DNA
nanotube (H-NT) units, thus producing programmable,
micrometer-long nanotubes. We demonstrate control of
the H-NT nanotube length via short DNA modulators.
Finally, we use an enzyme, RNase H, to take these
structures out of equilibrium and trigger nanotube
assembly at a physiologically relevant temperature,
underlining future cellular applications. The minimalist
H-NTs can assemble at near-physiological salt condi-
tions and will serve as an easily synthesized, DNA-
economical modular template for biosensors, plas-
monics, or other functional materials and as cost-
efficient drug-delivery vehicles for biomedical applica-
tions.

Introduction

DNA nanotubes (NTs) are an emerging class of one-
dimensional biomaterials with remarkable complexity, struc-
tural programmability, and nanometer-scale precision.[1–3]

Strategies have been developed to construct nanotube
structures with controlled circumference, geometry, length,
and rigidity.[1,4–5] Numerous applications have resulted,
including cargo delivery vehicles,[6–8] synthetic
cytoskeletons,[9–10] membrane channels and molecular trans-
port systems,[11–13] templates for cellular growth and nano-
scale organization.[14–17] DNA tile-based nanotubes are
typically formed by assembling short bundles of DNA
helices for size-defined nanotubes or by wrapping two-
dimensional (2D) tile lattices with repeating DNA sequen-
ces for extended tubular structures.[18–24] Tiles comprised of a
few DNA strands are frequently used as the modular
building blocks for these extended structures, enabling
dynamic control over the assembly and disassembly through
strand displacement and enzymatic processes.[25–32] However,
this method only offers rough control of the nanotube
circumference and geometry by the inter-tile angles.[1,24] A
DNA-brick-based nanotube with a circular cross-section and
controlled circumference was assembled, and its size was
progressively increased by using four to twenty constituent
strands.[33]

In contrast, the DNA origami method permits complete
rational design and precise regulation of nanotube length,
circumference, and shape, with the challenge of requiring
hundreds of distinct DNA sequences to assemble these
structures.[34–37] Although the length of each origami tube is
constrained by the size of the origami scaffold, longer
nanotubes can be created hierarchically.[38–39]

Tile-based, brick-based and DNA origami nanotubes are
composed of densely packed DNA helices, which impart
rigidity to the structures but generally require high-salt
buffer solutions (e.g., Mg2+) for stable assembly. This limits
their ability to function in biologically relevant conditions
with low salt concentrations.[40–41] Conversely, our laboratory
has reported the construction of wireframe DNA nanotubes
with excellent stability in low-salt conditions due to their
reduced inter-helix electrostatic repulsion.[5–6,42–43] These
nanotubes are produced by stacking “rung” units of well-
defined geometries onto one another and linking them using
DNA double-strands.[44–45] However, due to the relatively
short persistence length of double-stranded DNA and the
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nicks in the structure, DNA-duplex-edged wireframe struc-
tures are more flexible and susceptible to structural
distortions.[42,46] Double-crossover (DX) motifs, consisting of
two adjacent DNA helices, demonstrate greater persistence
length than double-stranded DNA (dsDNA).[47–51] However,
their use as structure edges has been limited to discrete cage
structures and wireframe DNA origami.[49,52–53]

Here, we report a minimalist design of a robust h-motif-
based DNA nanotube (H-NT). Our H-NT design, assembled
with only four DNA components, provides full control over
the nanotube’s geometry, circumference, and chiral twist,
unlike other examples of DNA-minimal NTs. A new h-motif
structure is designed to assemble around a core strand into
rung units with rigid DX-tile-like edges (Figure 1), which
then polymerize into nanotubes. The rung monomer geom-
etry can be tuned from triangular to square to pentagonal by
simply changing one of its four strands. The rigidity of the h-
motif-based nanotube is demonstrated by molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations and experimentally micron-scale nano-

tubes formed through a simple one-pot annealing approach.
A unique feature of our H-NT is that the twist of the NT
can be easily tuned by changing a few DNA bases in the
design while maintaining the same number of DNA
components. So far, only DNA-intensive methods like DNA
origami have demonstrated the ability to precisely control
structural chirality and global twist. Our design is the first to
demonstrate chirality/twist control in DNA minimal struc-
tures, which will serve as a tunable, cost-effective material to
construct chiral plasmonic structures, sensors, and structures
that exhibit circularly polarized luminescence. We demon-
strate that DNA invader strands of different lengths provide
a facile and modular method to tune the nanotube length
and dispersity. Interestingly, an RNA invader and RNase H
enzyme can change the nanotube assembly mechanism to
produce nanotubes at physiologically relevant temperatures.
The minimalist design of these nanotubes and their synthesis
from only four strands is especially advantageous for
biological applications that often require a significant

Figure 1. H-NTs designs and MD simulated mean structures. (A) The h-motif is composed of three sequences: two interlocked arm strands, T1
and T2 (green and blue) and the h-strand (red). Designs of the (B) triangular, (C) square, and (D) pentagonal H-NT rung units, each consisting of
the same h-motif and a central strand (yellow) with repeating sequence and increasing length. (E) H-NT formation by stacking triangular rungs
through sticky end hybridization. While a stepwise mechanism is shown here for clarity, nanotube assembly occurs upon one-pot annealing of the
four component strands. (F) Mean configuration and root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) of a triangular H-NT hexamer from MD simulation.
(G) Schematic illustration and MD simulated mean configuration of triangular, square, and pentagonal rungs (left to right).
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amount of material and costly chemical modifications of
DNA to prevent enzymatic degradation.[2,54–55] These rigid
modular nanotubes with controllable cavity sizes and lengths
are stable and can be assembled in low salt concentrations
relevant to physiological conditions, rendering them promis-
ing candidates for multivalent biosensing scaffolds and drug-
delivery vehicles for biomedical applications.

Results and Discussion

To achieve a robust wireframe DNA nanotube structure
while using a minimum number of DNA strand components,
we developed an h-motif, which includes two anti-parallel
DNA duplexes arranged side by side (Figure 1A). Like a
DX tile structure, we propose that two adjacent connected
DNA duplexes can impart additional rigidity to structure
edges. As shown in Figure 1A, an h-motif is made from
three DNA sequences and consists of a double-DNA-duplex
arm with two inter-locked strands, T1 (green) and T2 (blue),
and an “h-strand” (red) crossing from the arm to the central
C3 strand (yellow) and then to the next h-motif (Figure 1B).
Hence, a triangular H-NT rung can be created by hybridiz-
ing three identical h-motifs to the central DNA strand with
three-fold rotational symmetry (see movie 1). The central
strand of the triangular rung comprises three repeating
sequences at each edge once folded into a circular
conformation during assembly, allowing three identical h-
motifs to bind. Using the same h-motif, rungs with square
(Figure 1C), pentagonal (Figure 1D), and potentially larger
cross-sectional geometries can also be produced by merely
extending the core strand with four, five, or more sequence
repeats, respectively. By modifying a single sequence, this
adaptable method provides a simple way to adjust the
nanotube cavity volume for potential cargo encapsulation or
selective encapsulation of nanoparticles of various sizes.[6,43]

Each h-motif arm has two complementary 5-nucleotide
sticky ends at its two termini. Triangular, square, and
pentagonal rungs (Figure 1G), therefore, have six, eight, and
ten sticky ends, respectively, at one end that are comple-
mentary to corresponding sticky ends at the other end.
Therefore, extended nanotubes can assemble by stacking
rungs via hybridization of their sticky ends (Figure 1E).
With MD simulation tools,[56–57] we first investigated the

structural robustness of H-NTs assembled using triangular
rungs. As depicted in Figure 1F, the mean configuration
resulting from the MD simulation revealed well-aligned
rungs in a straight linear arrangement with no notable
bending or distortion. Additional simulation results on H-
NT with various cross-section geometries suggested triangu-
lar H-NT as a particularly rigid structure (Figure 1G and
Figure S4). Our previous single-DNA-duplex wireframe
nanotubes often faced the problem of backbone bending
and distortion, resulting in limited 1D structure formation
and collapsed tube cavities (Figure S1). To confirm the
rigidity of the h-motif-based nanotube backbone, the sticky-
ends of two arms in the triangular rung were deleted before
the MD simulation, leaving rungs aligned by only one h-
motif backbone. As shown in Figure S3, NT rungs were

evenly aligned on one side of the backbone with no zig-zag
distortions. On the other hand, our previous single-DNA-
duplex nanotubes showed significant deviation from longi-
tudinal alignment (Figure S1).
To experimentally verify the H-NT design, we per-

formed a one-pot thermal annealing assembly of its four
constituent strands. Micrometer-long tubular structures
were observed by AFM (Figure 2A–C). By changing the
core strand from one containing three-repeat sequences to
ones containing four- or five-repeats, triangular (Figure 2A),
square (Figure 2B), and pentagonal (Figure 2C) nanotubes
were formed, respectively. The rungs of H-NT can be clearly
observed in the AFM images. For example, in Figure 2D,
the height profile along a square H-NT axis presents
periodic features of 2.0–2.3 nm (red arrows), which corre-
spond to the rung centers. From the height profile, the
average distance between rungs is 14.5–14.8 nm, which is
consistent with the rung length (�14.3 nm) from the design
(42 nucleotides, 0.34 nm/nucleotide) and MD simulations
(Figure 2E). Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) con-
firmed the long tubular structures of H-NTs and clearly
showed their rung-stacking topologies, with marked differ-
ences between the three cross-sectional geometries in their
near-native states (Figure 2F–H, and Figure S13). Cryo-EM
images showed an increase in the nanotube’s width from
10 nm to 13 nm to 15 nm for a triangular, square, and
pentagonal cross-sectional geometry, respectively, whereas
the distance between two consecutive rungs is 14.2–14.4 nm,
which is consistent with those obtained by AFM and MD
simulations, with a nanotube width increase from 9 nm to
14 nm to 15 nm, respectively.
Notably, due to the wireframe design and multivalent

sticky end hybridization, H-NTs can assemble in as low as
2.5 mM Mg2+ buffer (Figure S31), which is close to the Mg2+

concentration in physiological conditions.[58] This property
renders H-NTs excellent candidates in biological applica-
tions, such as modular delivery vehicles and multivalent
biosensor scaffolds.
Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) was addi-

tionally employed to determine the native state of H-NTs in
solution (see movies 2 and 3).[59] To accomplish their
fluorescence imaging, a Cy3 modification was introduced at
the 5’ end of the central strand, and the fluorescently labeled
H-NT was placed between two glass slides separated by
320 nm. This arrangement confines the motion of large
nanotubes to roughly two dimensions. The average contour
length of tubular structures longer than 500 nm measured
from the fluorescence images for H-NTs having triangular
(Figure 3A) and pentagonal (Figure 3B) geometries was
found to be 1.38�0.72 μm and 2.65�0.38 μm, respectively
(Figure S49). The length of 500 nm was chosen as the
analysis threshold to exclude two diffraction-limited H-NTs
randomly located next to each other. The increase in length
between the triangular and pentagonal nanotubes is consis-
tent with the increased stability provided by the greater
number of sticky ends connecting two consecutive rungs.
In the MD simulations of the H-NT structure, we

observed a slight global bending of the backbone and a twist
of the rungs along the nanotube axis, which manifested as a
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slight right-handed global twist of rungs in the full H-NT
structure (Figure 1F). We attribute this to the intrinsic
bending and twisting of the DX-tile-like structure due to the
non-integer crossover design (Figure S3B). Interestingly,
this global twist is easily tunable by altering the crossing
point of the h-strand (red sequence) in the h-motif structure
(Figure 4). We examined the global twist of the pentagonal
H-NTs by altering the crossing sites within the rung unit and
conducting MD simulations and cryo-EM measurements.

The rotational angle between the first and third rung in the
mean configuration of the MD simulation represents the
twist angle of each H-NT consisting of three rung units.
Here, the twist angle was only measured between the first
and third rung. In an extended nanotube assembly, the
nanotube’s twist will build up with each addition of a rung
unit. Experimentally, cryo-EM images clearly showed a
global twist for H-NT, particularly for square and pentago-
nal nanotubes (white arrows in Figure 2G,H) and to a lower

Figure 2. Structures of H-NT with various cross-sectional geometries. AFM images of H-NTs assembled using self-complementary rung units with
(A) triangular, (B) square, and (C) pentagonal cross-sectional geometries. Scale bars of zoomed insets are 50 nm. (D) Zoomed-in image of (B) and
the structure height profile along the H-NT axis (arrow). (E) MD simulation mean structures of triangular, square, and pentagonal H-NT rung
trimers. Cryo-EM images of H-NT with (F) triangular, (G) square, and (H) pentagonal cross-sections. Scale bars of insets are 10 nm. White arrows
indicate areas with an angular twist.
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extent for the triangular nanotubes (white arrows in Fig-
ure 2F).
The tunable global twist is illustrated in Figure 4, where

a global twist of 42° is observed for the original pentagonal

H-NT (Figure 4A) and a global twist of 51° when the
crossover position of the h-strand changes by deleting one
nucleotide (pink) from the h-strand (red sequence) and
adding it to the T2 strand (blue sequence) (Figure 4B). Of

Figure 3. TIRF images of Cy3 H-NTs. Typical TIRFM images of Cy3 labeled H-NTs having (A) triangular and (B) pentagonal cross-sectional
geometries.

Figure 4. Tuning the global twist of pentagonal H-NT. MD simulations and cryoEM images of H-NT with various crossover positions; (A) H-NT
assembled using h-strand with a crossover position (0). (B) The deletion of one base (highlighted in pink) from the h-strand (red sequence) and
its addition to the T2 strand (blue sequence) resulted in a change in the twist angle. Half-helical pitches were counted by tracing the double-duplex
arms along the H-NTs from one side to the other, as indicated in the cryoEM images.
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note, the simulated global twists are highly consistent with
the experimental data calculated from the cryo-EM images.
This significant change in structural chirality has consider-
able potential for dynamic chiroptical applications. For
instance, metal nanoparticles can be joined to the H-NT
scaffold, where their chiral plasmonic characteristics would
be regulated by the global helicity of the nanotube, all using
4 strands to construct the nanotube.
Interestingly, we discovered a simple method to tune the

length of these nanotubes. We introduced an overhang at
the rung ends; by adding DNA invader strands that are
partially complementary to this overhang, both size and
dispersity could be modified. First, a 10-adenine sequence
overhang was introduced to elongate the 3’ sticky-ends of
the T2 arm strand (blue strand, Figure 1A), yielding H-NT-
10A (Figure 5A, dark blue). Upon incubation at room

temperature (20 °C) with a full-length invading strand, which
is complementary to the 5-nucleotide sticky end of the T2
strand and the 10-adenine overhang, the H-NT disassembled
into individual rungs via strand displacement (Figure 5B).
Similar results were observed when the fully complementary
invading strand was added during the thermal annealing
process (Figure S35).
We found that with shorter invading strands that are

complementary to the 5-nucleotide sticky end of the T2
strand and only to a part of the 10-adenine overhang (e.g., a
10-nt strand complementary only to 5 adenines and the 5-
nucleotide sticky end), the nanotube did not disassemble
into its component rungs. Instead, nanotubes shorter than
H-NT-10A and with a relatively narrower length distribution
were obtained (Figure 5C and Table 1). Moreover, the
length of the H-NT decreased with increasingly longer

Figure 5. H-NT length control with sticky end overhangs and invading strands. (A) AFM images depicting the assembly of H-NT with 10-adenine
overhang extensions (H-NT-10A) at the 3’ end of the T2 strand into long nanotubes. (B) H-NT-10A disassembles into individual rungs after
incubating with full-length (15-nt) invading strands. (C) H-NT-10A disassembles into short H-NTs after incubating with a short invading strand
(10-nt). (D) H-NT-10A of various lengths assembled by annealing the H-NT strands with one equivalent of invading strands of different lengths.
(E) The change of H-NT-10A length is controlled by a short invading strand (1 or 10 equivalents per sticky end, N=200 for each data set). Scale
bars are equal to 400 nm.
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invader strands (Figure 5D, E). We also noticed that the
stoichiometry of the invading strand affects the final H-NT
length (Figure 5E and Figure S37), with higher equivalents
resulting in shorter nanotubes. (e.g., ca. 214 nm to 102 nm
with ten times more invader strands).
These results indicate that invading strand binding

competes with rung stacking. The fact that nanotubes
shorten but do not fully dissociate into individual rungs with
partially complementary invaders may point to regions of
weaker binding within the nanotubes that these strands can
displace. As the length or concentration of the invading
strand increases, the binding to the 10-adenine overhang
becomes more favorable or occurs more rapidly, forming
shorter tubes. Similar results were observed when the
partially complementary invading strand was added during
the thermal annealing process or after H-NT-10A formation
and overnight incubation at room temperature (Figure S38).
Hence, this strategy provides a simple method to modulate
the H-NT length, which, to the best of our knowledge, has
not been demonstrated for extended DNA structures. The
nanotube sizes obtained (40 nm to 300 nm) are in a
favorable range for in vivo applications.
Due to the self-complementary nature of the H-NT rung

design, the assembly of individual rungs into NTs proceeds
during the same annealing process as the formation of
individual rungs. To gain better structural control and to
incorporate site-specific functionality, we replaced the self-
complementary sticky-ends with two mutually complemen-
tary sticky-ends, residing on two separate rungs (rungs “A”
and “B”). Rungs “A” and “B” of different geometries can
be formed separately (Figure 6A,B) and can then assemble
together into an H-NT with alternating rungs (Figure 6C).
The formation of well-defined and extended nanotube
structures required annealing the rung mixture from 55 to
20 °C (Figure 6E), temperatures that are lower than the rung
melting temperature; direct mixing of the two rungs at room
temperature resulted in random aggregation (Figure 6D).
We hypothesize that the large number of sticky ends per
rung increases binding affinity and slows down unbinding,
which is necessary for the error correction of malformed
products.
To further validate the formation of H-NT with alternat-

ing rungs, Cy3- and Cy5-modified rungs “A” and “B” were
assembled. Native PAGE revealed the proper formation of
Cy-labeled rung units (Figure S24). AFM confirmed the
formation of well-defined and extended nanotube structures
(H-NTAcy3Bcy5, Figure S25A). TIRF revealed a uniform

distribution of both dyes along the nanotube, and the
overlap between the two channels indicates that Cy3 and
Cy5 are co-localized, indicating that they are in proximity
(Figure S25B–D).
Considering their potential applications in synthetic

biology, e.g., as cytoskeleton mimics, it would be desirable
to assemble the nanotubes at a physiologically relevant
temperature, rather than with thermal annealing. The
aggregates obtained at room temperature (see above) likely
result from the presence of multiple sticky ends per rung.
Thus, we hypothesized that temporarily inactivating these
sticky ends and controlling their reactivation rate may result
in the assembly of the nanotubes at a physiologically
relevant temperature. To slowly reveal the sticky ends of the
rung units and thus modulate the dynamic assembly of the
H-NTs, we employed complementary RNA invading strands
combined with the enzyme RNase H, an endoribonuclease
that specifically hydrolyzes the RNA strand in an RNA/
DNA heteroduplex. We first added a fully complementary
RNA invading strand (4 equiv.) to the nanotubes with 10 A
overhangs, resulting in the complete disassembly of H-NT-
10A into individual rungs (Figure S46A). The RNA/DNA
heteroduplex resulting from strand displacement is a sub-
strate of the RNase H. Enzymatic degradation of the RNA
invading strand can be used to reactivate the sticky ends in
the individual rung units, which thus re-assemble into H-
NT-10A. Depending on the amount of RNase H, it is
possible to modulate the kinetics of RNA degradation and
thus control the reactivation kinetics of the sticky ends.[60]

We first confirmed the disassembly of individual rungs in
the presence of fully complementary invading RNA strands
by AFM. We then monitored re-assembly upon incubation
with RNase H for 1 week. We first tested higher levels of
RNase H (50 U/mL): in this case, the individual rungs tend
to aggregate, collapse, or form shorter structures (Fig-
ure S45), consistent with the rapid reactivation of their
sticky ends. Upon decreasing the amount of RNase H to
10 U/mL, well-defined and elongated nanotube structures
were obtained (Figure S46B). These results indicate that at
low levels of RNase H, the RNA invading strand is
degraded slowly over time, allowing a slow reactivation of
the rung’s sticky ends and dynamic error correction of the
rung stacking, which eventually proceeds towards nanotube
formation. On the other hand, adding a larger amount of
RNase H rapidly reactivates the sticky ends resulting in
random aggregation. This process could be accelerated to
1 day by using the minimum concentration of RNA invader
that results in full disassembly of H-NT-10A into individual
rungs (1.75 equiv.) while maintaining the RNase H concen-
tration constant (10 U/mL) (Figure 7). Since RNase H is
present in cells, a possible future application is the in situ
RNase H-mediated polymerization of the nanotubes inside
cells.
Having explored the assembly of H-NTAB, where all

rung arms have the same sequence, we next explored the
assembly of H-NTAB rung units with arms of different
sequences to further increase nanotube addressability.
Native PAGE indicated the formation of distinct bands
corresponding to the asymmetric rungs “Aasym” and “Basym”

Table 1: Average contour lengths of triangular H-NT-10A formed in the
presence of 1 or 10 equivalents of invading strands with varied
complementarity to the H-NT-10A overhang. N=200 for all samples.

H-NT-10A 9-nt invader 10-nt in-
vader

11-nt in-
vader

12-nt in-
vader

1 equivalent of invad-
ing strand

314�132 nm214�93 nm145�55 nm39�14 nm

10 equivalents of in-
vading strand

153�55 nm 102�34 nm72�26 nm 38�16 nm
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(Figure S40). Unlike the symmetrical H-NT assembled with
alternating rung units that resulted in random aggregation,
direct mixing of the two asymmetric rungs at room temper-
ature resulted in short nanotubes. Annealing the mixture, in
turn, generated well-defined and extended structures (Fig-
ure 8). When all the sticky ends are different, the possibility
of rung misalignment upon assembly decreases, thus de-
creasing aggregate formation upon room temperature
assembly. The formation of H-NTs using alternating rung
units also offers up to ten additional uniquely addressable
sites within a single rung unit.

Conclusion

In summary, we described a minimalist design of robust
wireframe nanotubes with just four DNA sequences.
Despite their simple design, the H-NTs are highly modular

and offer programmable cross-sectional geometry, cavity
size, chirality, and length. We produced micrometer-long
DNA nanotubes with various cross-sectional patterns, in-
cluding triangular, square, and pentagonal geometries. This
was achieved by introducing the h-motif, a new component
that allows the assembly of repeating DX-tile-like double
DNA-duplex edges onto a circularly folded strand to form a
rigid rung building block. By altering the crossover sites in
the h-motif, we demonstrated control over the chirality of
our nanotubes. During assembly, partially complementary
invading strands can control the nanotube’s length. H-NTs
can be symmetrical and formed with self-complementary
rung units, or they can be built with alternating rung units
that offer additional unique sites along the nanotube.
Asymmetric rungs with different sequences at each arm can
further increase the site-specific functionalization ability.
Our nanotubes are supramolecular polymers, where the

monomers are rung units with multiple sticky ends. We used

Figure 6. The assembly of H-NTAB with alternating rungs. (A) 5% native PAGE analysis of rung “A” (black) and rung “B” (blue) monomers with
triangular (lanes 1 and 2), square (lanes 3 and 4), and pentagonal (lanes 5 and 6) geometry. (B) AFM image of rung “A” monomers. (C) The
design of rung “A” and rung “B” assembled into alternating structures that lead to aggregation. (D) AFM image of random aggregation when
mixing rungs “A” and “B” at room temperature. (E) AFM image of H-NTAB with alternating triangular rungs formed by annealing rung “A” and
rung “B” mixture from 55 to 20 °C. Full-size gel for Figure 6A is shown at Figure S50.
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a dynamic enzymatic system (RNA invaders and RNase H)
to correctly assemble them at a physiologically relevant
temperature: this works by slowly releasing and reactivating
their sticky ends, allowing for error correction. These DNA-
minimal nanotube architectures will serve as easily synthe-
sized, DNA-economical templates for accurate patterning of

nanoparticles, proteins, or other ligands, or for in situ,
enzymatically triggered growth. In addition, their stability in
low-magnesium buffer makes them ideal candidates for use
as molecular scaffolds in biomedical and drug-delivery
applications.

Figure 7. Dynamic control of triangular H-NT self-assembly. Reaction Scheme and AFM images of (A) RNA invasion of H-NT-10A and (B) H-NT-
10A reassembly upon addition of 10 U/mL of RNase H and incubation at 30 °C for 1 day.

Figure 8. AFM images of asymmetrical H-NTAB with “h” motifs having unique sequence domains resulting from the mixture of 1 equivalent of rung
“Aasym” with 1 equivalent of rung “Basym” and incubated at (A) room temperature or (B) annealed from 55 to 20 °C at a cooling rate of 30 minutes
per degree.
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